We calculate the cross sections and final state distributions for the processes e + e − → Υ(1S)(π + π − , K + K − , ηπ 0 ) near the Υ(5S) resonance based on the tetraquark hypothesis. This framework is used to analyse the data on the Υ(1S)π + π − and Υ(1S) Dimeson invariant mass spectra in these processes are shown to be dominated by the corresponding light scalar and tensor states. The resulting correlations among the cross sections are worked out. We also predict σ(e + e − → Υ(1S)K + K − )/σ(e + e − → Υ(1S)K 0K 0 ) = 1/4. These features provide crucial tests of the tetraquark framework and can be searched for in the currently available and forthcoming data from the B factories. The anomalously large production cross sections for e + e − → Υ(1S)π + π − , Υ(2S)π + π − and e + e − → Υ(3S)π + π − measured between √ s = 10.83 GeV and 11.02 GeV by the Belle Collaboration [1, 2] at KEK do not agree well with the lineshape and production rates for the conventional bb state Υ(10860) (also called Υ(5S)). A fit to the measured production cross sections using a Breit-Wigner resonance shape yielded a peak mass of [10888.4 [2] . More data are required to understand the resonance structure in this region. In [3] , a dynamical model was developed to explain the Belle data for the final states Υ(1S)π + π − and Υ(2S)π + π − in terms of the production and decays of the states Y [b,l/h] , which are linear superposition of the [4, 5] , was ignored and the mass-degenerate states Y [b,l] and Y [b,h] were identified with the Y b (10890). This model described the distributions in the dipion invariant mass and the helicity angle measured by Belle [1] well and offered an explanation of the rates in terms of the Zweig-allowed transitions
In the case of X(3872), the phase space for the decay X(3872) → DD * is highly constrained, yielding a very small binding energy:
This led to suggestions that X(3872) could be a hadron molecule. In the case of Y b (10890), the phase space is large enough to allow the decays Y b (10890) → B ( * )B( * ) , and consequently the decay width is large, Γ Y b ≃ 30 MeV, which is of the same order as the total width of the Υ(5S). Hence, Y b (10890), in all likelihood, is not a hadron molecule. While credible, the interpretation of Y b (10890) in terms of the bb tetraquark states requires further experimental scrutiny. It is the aim of this Letter to provide some definitive tests to confirm or rule out the tetraquark interpretation of the Belle data.
To that end, we further develop the tetraquark formalism for the processes
where P P ′ stands for the pseudoscalar-meson pairs π + π − , K + K − and ηπ 0 , and q, p, k 1 and k 2 are the momenta of Y b , Υ(1S), P and P ′ , respectively. We neglect other background processes, based on prior data on the dipionic transitions involving higher Υ(nS) to lower Υ(mS) (m < n) states [6] . Following [7] , the low mass scalar 0 ++ hadrons σ or f 0 (600), f 0 (980) and a These resonances are labeled σ, f 0 , a 0 0 and f 2 henceforth. We determine the coupling constants involving these light tetraquark states and the mesons P P ′ from the known decays from the PDG [6] and data from the E791 [8] , the BES [9] , the Crystal Barrel (CB) [10] and the KLOE Collaborations [11, 12] , adopting the Flatté model [13] for the σ, f 0 and a 0 0 couplings to take into account threshold effects. The non-resonating continuum contributions are parameterized in terms of two a priori unknown constants [14] . With this formalism, we analyze the invariant-mass M P P ′ and the cos θ spectra, where
2 and θ is the angle between the momenta of Y b and P in the P P ′ rest frame. The theoretical framework described here provides good fits of the Belle data on the invariant dipion mass spectrum and cos θ distribution in the process e + e − → Υ(1S)π + π − and the ratio σ Υ(1S)K + K − /σ Υ(1S)π + π − , with σ Υ(1S)P P ′ being the cross section σ(e + e − → Υ(1S)P P ′ ). We present the invariant mass distribu-tions for the K + K − and ηπ 0 mesons in the processes
, which are dominated by the respective J P C = 0 ++ resonances. The resulting correlations among σ Υ(1S)π + π − , σ Υ(1S)K + K − and σ Υ(1S)ηπ 0 are worked out. Constraining these correlations from the existing data on the first two processes, we predict We start by defining the tetraquark states in the isospin basis, with the two isospin components
)/ √ 2 for isospin I = 0 and I = 1, respectively. The two mass eigenstates Y [b,l] and Y [b,h] are identified with Y [bu] and Y [bd] , as the mixings between them is small. We ignore the mass difference and also the isospin breaking effects except for the production processes e + e − → Y I b hereafter. We calculate the decay amplitude as a sum of the BreitWigner resonances and non-resonating continuum contributions, with the latter adopted from [14] . The differential cross section is then written as
where λ(x, y, z) ≡ (x − y − z) 2 − 4yz, q 0 and p 0 are the energies of the Y b and Υ(1S) in the P P ′ rest frame, respectively, Γ Y b is the decay width of Y b , and m Y b , m Υ , m P and m P ′ are the masses of Y b , Υ(1S), P and P ′ , respectively. We take m Y b = 10.89 GeV and Γ Y b = 30 MeV in the numerical analysis below. A detailed derivation of the above formula will be presented in [15] .
Each P P ′ channel receives specified contributions depending on the isospin of P P ′ and the kinematically allowed region for the invariant mass
. The S-wave amplitude for the P P 
where I = 0 for π + π − , I = 0, 1 for K + K − , and I = 1 for ηπ 0 , since the Υ(1S) is an isospin 0 state, and the following resonances contribute to each process:
The I = 0 amplitudes are given by the combinations of the resonance amplitudes, M 
where S runs over possible I = 0 scalar resonances in Eq. (4), and |k| is the magnitude of the three momentum of P (′) in the P P ′ rest frame. Similarly, the I = 1 amplitudes are given by
where the dimensionless couplings
, and the ratio is given by g e + e − Y 1
To calculate the production cross sections, we derive the corresponding Van Royen-Weisskopf formula for the leptonic decay widths of the tetraquark states made up of point-like diquarks:
where α is the fine-structure constant, the parameter κ takes into account differing sizes of the tetraquarks compared to the standard bottomonia as well as the hadronic size of the diquarks, with κ < 1 anticipated, and |R
11 (0)| 2 = 2.067 GeV 5 [16] is the square of the derivative of the radial wave function for χ b (1P ) taken at the origin. Hence, the leptonic widths of the tetraquark states are estimated as
which are substantially smaller than the leptonic width of the Υ(5S) [6] . Combining the knowledge of the production process and the measured cross section for
The continuum amplitudes in Eq. (5) are written in terms of the two form factors A and B [14, 15] as
where the primed quantities here, and later, are rescaled as
is the decay constant of P (′) , and |q|, k 0 1 and k 0 2 are the magnitude of the three momentum of Y b and the energies of P and P ′ in the P P ′ rest frame, respectively. Using SU(3) symmetry for the form factors A and B in Eq. (9), but not for the pseudoscalar meson masses and coupling constants, we assume the relations M
. The resonant contributions are expressed by the BreitWigner formula:
where I = 0 for R = σ, f 0 and f 2 , and I = 1 for R = a 
with the phase space factor
, where the Flatté couplings f SP P ′ are related to the vertex couplings g SP P ′ entering in Eq. (10) via
The couplings in Eq. (12) are defined for an exclusive final state. Summing over final states, e.g., f
For the σ meson, we extract the coupling g σπ + π − from the E791 data [8] : g σπ + π − = 26.7 GeV −1 with m σ = 478 MeV, yielding the Flatté coupling f σππ = 437 MeV. For the f 0 and a 0 0 mesons, we adopt the masses and the Flatté couplings measured by the BES [9] and CB [10] Collaborations (the corresponding couplings from KLOE [11, 12] are shown in the parentheses): 
are given in units of MeV, and the angles are in units of rad. 
, we have 7 free parameters: . With these inputs, we have performed a large number of fits (typically O(5000)) of the Belle data with the tetraquark theory predictions. The resultant best fit is fairly good, with χ 2 /d.o.f. = 21.5/15 for the BES and CB input in Eq. (13) , which corresponds to a p-value of 0.12. The corresponding best fit using the KLOE data is very similar, having a χ 2 /d.o.f. = 21.9/15, yielding a p-value of 0.11. The best fit using the BES and CB data is presented in Fig. 1 and the corresponding fit values of the parameters are listed in Table I . Further details about the correlations among the parameters and the cross sections will be presented in a forthcoming paper [15] . Concluding the discussion of the final state Υ(1S)π + π − , we note that the resonance contribution represented by the left red curve (S-wave from σ and f 0 ) and the right black curve (D-wave from f 2 ) in Fig. 1 (a) dominate the M π + π − spectrum, supporting our dynamical model in the decay
Sufficient data may provide enough statistics to undertake an analysis in the end-region of
The normalized M K + K − and M ηπ 0 distributions, calculated with the best-fit parameters in Table I , are shown in Fig. 2 (a) and Fig. 2 (b) , respectively. In these figures, the dotted (solid) curves show the dimeson invariant mass spectra from the resonant (total) contribution. Since these spectra are dominated by the scalars f 0 + a 0 0 and a 0 0 , respectively, there is a strong correlation between the two cross sections. This is shown in Fig. 2 (c) , where we have plotted the normalized cross sections σ K + K − and σ ηπ 0 resulting from our fits (dotted points) which all satisfy χ 2 /d.o.f. < 1.6. The current Belle measurement σ K + K − = 0.11
+0.04
−0.03 [1] is shown as a shaded (green) band on this figure. Our model is in agreement with the Belle measurement, though there is a tendency in the fits to yield larger value for σ K + K − . Our predictions will be further tested as and when the cross section σ ηπ 0 is measured. Noticing that we have neglected the SU(3)-breaking effects, we predict 1.0 σ ηπ 0 2.0. 
This relation is valid under the assumption that the diquarks are point-like. In terms of the mass eigenstates, we predict σ Υ(1S)K + K − = σ Υ(1S)KS KS .
The distributions, cross sections, and correlations presented here are crucial tests of the underlying tetraquark hypothesis in the bb sector and go well beyond what has been proposed in the literature to understand the nature of the Y b (10890) state [3] . They will be scrutinized soon in the existing and the forthcoming Belle data to which we look forward.
